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"I feel a new golden age awaiting us". 
Leather goods designer and successful art director Serena Cancellier says 

of herself: "I love creating objects that give a wonderful feeling".

English version

An Italian creative based in Paris, Serena believes that every artistic and fashion creation should encapsulate an emotional 
dimension, a soul, as with her Rock bag presented at the 35th Festival International de la Mode in Hyères in 2020. Growing up in a 

small Piedmontese village in an intellectually enlightened family, Serena has always been driven and inspired by an insatiable 
curiosity. Curiosity about the world around her, as well as a deep connection with others. From her mother, who was blind, Serena 

learned a love of the dark. After beginning her studies first in philosophy, then architecture, Serena enrolled "instinctively and with the 
desire to create and do" in the fashion department of the European Institute of Design in Milan. Years of fruitful collaborations 

followed, tightened with brands such as Marc Jacobs, Bottega Veneta, Vionnet, Christian Louboutin, Prada, Balmain. In 2018, she 
opened her own studio in Paris, enrolling soon after at the Institut Français de la Mode (IFM). Today she designs leather goods 
collections for an Italian luxury brand, whose anonymity she maintains, collaborating with Gianvito Rossi, Isabel Marant and Nick 
Fouquet in Los Angeles. She develops creative projects for the VGO gallery in Grasse. And because sharing is in her DNA, she 

consults for Première Vision and conducts workshops in Paris and abroad. And it was during the first workshop she held in 
Colombia - it was 2019 - that Serena met Mercedes Salazar. Destiny! Their immediate complicity and synergy gave rise to the new 
@casa.remedios and Botanica collection, unique pieces of gold bĳoux made by Colombian artisans, each of which - we'll find out 

more later - encapsulates a plant. Let's meet Serena.

Serena, I have worked with many designers in the past, but in your creations I have always noticed an 
esoteric philosophy, a deep connection with matter and nature. How would you describe the very essence 

of your work?

What I do is create products, accessories, bags, objects that please the public, the client (i.e. the fashion house) and the craftsman 
who will make the unique piece. Satisfying everyone is not so simple: it is a process that requires dedication, concentration and 
countless attempts to understand what needs to be improved. When I create for myself and pursue personal projects, I generally 

make a choice of pure love. For a designer I admire, for a place that attracts me, for a technique that fascinates me. When I create 
for me and only for me, it is not just about the object: it is essential that the object communicates a message of universal love, 

peace and brotherhood between mankind and creation. A tribute to Mother Nature.

You use a lot of organic elements, such as stones, plants, etc. How does nature inspire you and how do 
you connect with these materials to convey their soul in your designs?

I envision a new world, the future golden age, as a place where every resource will be abundant and available to all, with no more 
desire to possess what we do not need. Eliminating the superfluous. In the Golden Age we will walk in fantastic cities surrounded by 
lush, happy and friendly nature. We will wear flowers, textiles and clothes in therapeutic colours. Projects will come from the minds 
of men, but they will no longer be considered "of men". For example, an architect will no longer have the egoic conviction that he 

had an idea of his own: he will embrace that idea because it was already there, present in the atmosphere. Projects will be realised 
without too much effort, in a universal choreography of pure and perfect harmony between spirit, mind, matter/nature. Even now, I 

try to strive for that golden age: what is offered to me, I seize and try to make it 'important', keeping as much as possible behind the 
scenes.

Tell us about the new Casa Remedios project and the Botanica jewellery collection?

Botanica è l'esempio di quello che sarà il nostro futuro. I fiori e gli elementi naturali vengono solidificati dal magico oro e diventano 
per noi gioielli o utensili. Quasi non c’è trasformazione del fiore e dell’oro, eppure la trasformazione è grande. In pratica, il sogno di 
ogni alchimista: trasformare la materia in oro. Ogni gioiello di Botanica mantiene al suo interno la pianta con tutte le sue proprietà ed 
unicità. Viene bagnato nell’oro con una tecnica ancestrale che dona solidità e resistenza e che ci permette appunto di adornarci con 
la natura.

As a medicine woman, how do you treat yourself and how do you understand which therapies are best for you?

I have always been treated with plants and homeopathic medicines and have been a vegetarian since birth. My instinct is my body: I am 
used to using certain products and I am sure of my choices. I am also extremely curious and love to ask about and discover new plants, 
remedies and products, which I then enjoy experimenting with myself. I immediately understand from the smell, from the packaging, from 
the colour if there is a feeling between me and that product or not. I'm hardly ever wrong. I take the bottle in my hand and I already know if 

that product is right for me at that moment. I don't ask myself where my talent comes from. I believe that we all have it and that it is a 
matter of listening to ourselves.

What are your favourite foods? And how do you get on with a plant-based diet?

I have been a vegetarian since I was born, I love all vegetables and I prefer whole grains. I love fresh juices and Depuravita products, 
especially your chocolate. When people ask me what I replace animal protein with, I laugh. The truth is that I don't replace anything, I just eat 

what I like. I also travel a lot and I have to compliment the Italian highways and motorway service stations because there are always many 
delicious vegetarian, vegan and healthy options. There is nothing difficult in my diet: everything comes naturally.
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